Codon usage bias measure is defined through the mutual entropy calculation of real codon frequency distribution against the quasi-equilibrium one. This latter is defined in three manners: (1) the frequency of synonymous codons is supposed to be equal (i.e., the arithmetic mean of their frequencies); (2) it coincides to the frequency distribution of triplets; and, finally, (3) the quasi-equilibrium frequency distribution is defined as the expected frequency of codons derived from the dinucleotide frequency distribution. The measure of bias in codon usage is calculated for 125 bacterial genomes.
Introduction
It is a common fact, that the genetic code is degenerated. All amino acids (besides two ones) are encoded by two or more codons; such codons are called synonymous and usually differ in a nucleotide occupying the third position at codon. The synonymous codons occur with different frequencies, and this difference is observed both between various genomes (Sharp, Li, 1987; Jansen et al., 2003; Zeeberg, 2002; Supek, Vlahoviček, 2005) , and different genes of the same genome (Zeeberg, 2002; Supek, Vlahoviček, 2005; Xiu-Feng et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2004) . A synonymous codon usage bias could be explained in various ways, including mutational bias (shaping genomic G+C composition) and translational selection by tRNA abundance (acting mainly on highly expressed genes). Still, the reported results are somewhat contradictory (Suzuki et al., 2004) . A contradiction may result from the differences in statistical methods used to estimate the codon usage bias. Here one should clearly understand what factors affect the method and numerical result. Boltzmann entropy theory (Gibbs, 1902; Gorban, Karlin, 2005) has been applied to estimate the degree of deviation from equal codon usage (Frappat et al., 2003; Zeeberg, 2002) .
The key point here is that the deviation measure of codon usage bias should be independent of biological issue. It is highly desirable to avoid an implementation of any biological assumptions (such as mutational bias or translational selection); it must be defined in purely mathematical way. The idea of entropy seems to suit best of all here. The additional constraints on codon usage resulted from the amino acid frequency distribution affects the entropy values, thus conspiring the effects directly linked to biases in synonymous codon usage.
Here we propose three new indices of codon usage bias, which take into account all of the three important aspects of amino acid usage, i.e. (1) the number of distinct amino acids, (2) their relative frequencies, and (3) their degree of codon degeneracy. All the indices are based on mutual entropy S calculation. They differ in the codon frequency distribution supposed to be "quasi-equilibrium". Indeed, the difference between the indices consists in the difference of the definition of that latter.
Consider a genetic entity, say, a genome, of the length N; that latter is the number of nucleotides composing the entity. A word ω (of the length q) is a string of the length q, 1 ≤ q ≤ N observed within the entity. A set of all the words occurred within an entity makes the support V of the entity (or q-support, if indication of the length q is necessary). Accompanying each element ω, ω ∈ V with the number n ω of its copies, one gets the (finite) dictionary of the entity. Changing n ω for the frequency
one gets the frequency dictionary W q of the entity (of the thickness q).
Everywhere below, for the purposes of this paper, we shall distinguish codon frequency distribution from the triplet frequency distribution. A triplet frequency distribution is the frequency dictionary W 3 of the thickness q = 3, where triplets are identified with neither respect to the specific position of a triplet within the sequence. On the contrary, codon distribution is the frequency distribution of the triplets occupying specific places within an entity: a codon is the triplet embedded into a sequence at the coding position, only. Thus, the abundance of copes of the words of the length q = 3 involved into the codon distribution implementation is three times less, in comparison to the frequency dictionary W 3 of triplets. Further, we shall denote the codon frequency dictionary as W; no lower index will be used, since the thickness of the dictionary is fixed (and equal to q = 3).
Materials and methods

Sequences and Codon Tabulations
The tables of codon usage frequency were taken at Kazusa Institute site 2 . The corresponding genome sequences have been retrieved from EMBL-bank 3 . The codon usage tables containing not less that 10000 codons have been used. Here we studied bacterial genomes (see Table 1 ).
Codon bias usage indices
Let F denote the codon frequency distribution, F = {f ν 1 ν 2 ν 3 }; here f ν 1 ν 2 ν 3 is the frequency of a codon ν 1 ν 2 ν 3 . Further, let F denote a quasi-equilibrium frequency distribution of codons. Hence, the measure I of the codon usage bias is defined as the mutual entropy of the real frequency distribution F calculated against the quasi-equilibrium F one:
Here index ω enlists the codons, andf ω ∈ F is quasi-equilibrium frequency. The measure (1) itself is rather simple and clear; a definition of quasi-equilibrium distribution of codons is the matter of discussion here. We propose three ways to define the distribution F ; they provide three different indices of codon usage bias. The relation between the values of these indices observed for the same genome is the key issue, for our study.
Locally equilibrium codon distribution
It is well known fact, that various amino acids manifest different occurrence frequency, within a genome, or a gene. Synonymous codons, in turn, exhibit the different occurrence within the similar genetic entities. Thus, an equality of frequencies of all the synonymous codons encoding the same amino acid
is the first way to determine a quasi-equilibrium codon frequency distribution. Here the index j enlists the synonymous codons encoding the same amino acid, and J i is the set of such codons for i-th amino acid, and ϕ i is the frequency of that latter. Surely, the list of amino acids must be extended with stop signal (encoded by three codons). Obviously, f j =f k for any couple j, k ∈ J i .
Codon distribution vs. triplet distribution
A triplet distribution gives the second way to define the quasi-equilibrium codon frequency distribution. Since the codon frequency is determined with respect to the specific locations of the strings of the length q = 3, then two third of the abundance of copies of these strings fall beyond the calculation of the codon frequency distribution. Thus, one can compare the codon frequency distribution with the similar distribution implemented over the entire sequence, with no gaps in strings location. So, the frequency dictionary of the thickness q = 3f
is the quasi-equilibrium codon distribution here.
The most expected codon frequency distribution
Finally, the third way to define the quasi-equilibrium codon frequency distribution is to derive it from the frequency distribution of dinucleotides composing the codon. Having the codons frequency distribution F , one always can derive the frequency composition F 2 of the dinucleotides composing the codons. To do that, one must sum up the frequencies of the codons differing in the third (or the first one) nucleotide. Such transformation is unambiguous 4 . The situation is getting worse, as one tends to get a codon distribution due to the inverse transformation. An upward transformation yields a family of dictionaries {F }, instead of the single one F . To eliminate the ambiguity, one should implement some basic principle in order to avoid an implementation of extra, additional information into the codon frequency distribution development. The principle of maximum of entropy of the extended (i.e., codon) frequency distribution makes sense here (Bugaeko et al., 1996 (Bugaeko et al., , 1998 Sadovsky, 2003 Sadovsky, , 2006 . It means that a researcher must figure out the extended (or reconstructed) codon distribution F with maximal entropy, among the entities composing the family {F }. This approach allows to calculate the frequencies of codons explicitly:
where f ijk is the expected frequency of codon ijk, f ij is the frequency of a dinucleotide ij, and f j is the frequency of nucleotide j; here i, j, k ∈ {A, C, G, T}.
Thus, the calculation of the measure (1) maps each genome into tree-dimension space. Table 1 shows the data calculated for 115 bacterial genomes.
Results
We have examined 115 bacterial genomes. The calculations of three indices (1 -4) and the absolute entropy of codon distribution is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 : Indices of codon usage bias; is the index calculated according to (2), S * stands for the index defined due to (3), and T is the index defined due to (4). S is the absolute entropy of codon distribution. C is the class attribution (see Section 3.1). Thus, each genome is mapped into three-dimensional space determined by the indices (1 -4). The Table provides also the fourth dimension, that is the absolute entropy of a codon distribution. Further (see Section 3.1), we shall not take this dimension into consideration, since it deteriorates the pattern observed in three-dimensional case.
Meanwhile, the data on absolute entropy calculation of the codon distribution for various bacterial genomes are rather interesting. Keeping in mind, that maximal value of the entropy is equal to S max = ln 64 = 4.1589 . . ., one sees that absolute entropy values observed over the set of genomes varies rather significantly. Treponema polllidum str.Nichols exhibits the maximal absolute entropy value equal to 4.0205, and Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. mycoides SC has the minimal level of absolute entropy (equal to 3.4356).
Classification
Consider a dispersion of the genomes at the space defined by the indices (1 -4) . The scattering is shown in Figure 1 . The dispersion pattern shown in this figure is two-horned; thus, two-class pattern of the dispersion is hypothesized. Moreover, the genomes in the three-dimensional space determined by the indices (1 -4) occupy a nearly plane subspace. Obviously, the dispersion of the genomes in the space is supposed to consists of two classes.
Whether the proximity of genomes observed at the space defined by three indices (1 -4) meets a proximity in other sense, is the key question of our investigation. Taxonomy Fig. 1 . The distribution of genomes in the space determined by the indices (1 -4). S 1 is I based index, S 2 is S * based index, and S 3 is T based index of codon usage bias.
is the most natural idea of proximity, for genomes. Thus, the question arises, whether the genomes closely located at the space indices (1 -4), belong the same or closely related taxons? To answer this question, we developed an unsupervised classification of the genomes, in three-dimensional space determined by the indices (1 -4).
To develop such classification, one must split the genomes on K classes, randomly. Then, for each class the center is determined; that latter is the arithmetic mean of each coordinate corresponding to the specific index. Then each genome (i.e., each point at the threedimensional space) is checked for a proximity to each K classes. If a genome is closer to other class, than originally was attributed, then it must be transferred to this class. As soon, as all the genomes are redistributed among the classes, the centers must be recalculated, and all the genomes are checked again, for the proximity to their class; a redistribution takes place, where necessary. This procedure runs till no one genome changes its class attribution. Then, the discernibility of classes must be verified. There are various discernibility conditions (see, e.g., (Gorban, Rossiev, 2004) ).
Here we executed a simplified version of the unsupervised classification. First, we did not checked the class discernibility; next, a center of a class differs from a regular one. A straight line at the space determined by the indices (1 -4) is supposed to be a center of a class, rather than a point in it. So, the classification was developed with respect to these two issues. The Table 1 also shows the class attribution, for each genome (see the last column indicated as C).
Discussion
Clear, concise and comprehensive investigation of the peculiarities of codon bias distribution may reveal valuable and new knowledge towards the relation between the function (in general sense) and the structure of nucleotide sequences. Indeed, here we studied the relation between the taxonomy of a genome bearer, and the structure of that former. A structure may be defined in many ways, and here we explore the idea of ensemble of (considerably short) fragments of a sequence. In particular, the structure here is understood in terms of frequency dictionary (see Section 1; see also (Bugaeko et al., 1996 (Bugaeko et al., , 1998 Sadovsky, 2003 Sadovsky, , 2006 for details). Next, the dispersion of the genomes in the indices (1 -4) space is likely to hypothesize the two-class distribution of the entities. Indeed, the unsupervised classification developed for the set of genomes gets it. First of all, the genomes of the same genus belong the same class, as a rule. Some rare exclusion of this rule result from a specific location of the entities within the "bullet" shown in Figure 1 .
A measure of codon usage bias is matter of study of many researchers (see, e.g., (Nakamura et al., 2000; Galtier et al., 2006; Carbone et al., 2003; Sueoka, Kawanishi, 2000; Bierne, Eyre-Walker, 2006) ). There have been explored numerous approaches for the bias index implementation. Basically, such indices are based either on the statistical or probabilistic features of codon frequency distribution (Sharp, Li, 1987; Jansen et al., 2003; Nakamura et al., 2000) , others are based on the entropy calculation of the distribution (Zeeberg, 2002; Frappat et al., 2003) or similar indices based on the issues of multidimensional data analysis and visualization techniques (Carbone et al., 2003 (Carbone et al., , 2005 ). An implementation of an index (of a set of indices) affects strongly the sense and meaning of the observed data; here the question arises towards the similarity of the observations obtained through various indices implementation, and the discretion of the fine peculiarities standing behind those indices.
Entropy seems to be the most universal and sustainable characteristics of a frequency distribution of any nature (Gibbs, 1902; Gorban, 1984) . Thus, the entropy based approach to a study of codon usage bias seems to be the most powerful. In particular, this approach was used by Suzuki et al. (2004) , where the entropy of the codon frequency distribution has been calculated, for various genomes, and various fragments of genome. The data presented at this paper manifest a significant correspondence to those shown above; here we take an advantage of the general approach provided by Suzuki et al. (2004) through the calculation of more specific index, that is a mutual entropy.
An implementation of an index (or indices) of codon usage bias is of a merit not itself, but when it brings a new comprehension of biological issues standing behind. Some biological mechanisms affecting the codon usage bias are rather well known (Bierne, Eyre-Walker, 2006; Galtier et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2003; Sharp et al., 2005; Supek, Vlahoviček, 2005; Xiu-Feng et al., 2004) . The rate of translation processes are the key issue here. Quantitatively, the codon usage bias manifests a significant correlation to C + G content of a genetic entity. Obviously, the C + G content seems to be an important factor (see, e. g. (Carbone et al., 2003 (Carbone et al., , 2005 ); some intriguing observation towards the correspondence between C + G content and the taxonomy of bacteria is considered in (Gorban, Zinovyev, 2007) .
Probably, the distribution of genomes as shown in Figure 1 could result from C+G content; yet, one may not exclude some other mechanisms and biological issues determining it. An exact and reliable consideration of the relation between structure (that is the codon usage bias indices), and the function encoded in a sequence is still obturated with the widest variety of the functions observed in different sites of a sequence. Thus, a comprehensive study of such relation strongly require the clarification and identification of the function to be considered as an entity. Moreover, one should provide some additional efforts to prove an absence of interference between two (or more) functions encoded by the sites.
A relation between the structure (that is the codon usage bias) and taxonomy seems to be less deteriorated with a variety of features to be considered. Previously, a significant dependence between the triplet composition of 16S RNA of bacteria and their taxonomy has been reported (Gorban et al., 2000 (Gorban et al., , 2001 . We have pursued similar approach here. We studied the correlation between the class determined by the proximity at the space defined by the codon usage bias indices (1 -4), and the taxonomy of bacterial genomes.
The data shown in Table 1 reveal a significant correlation of class attribution to the taxonomy of bacterial genomes. First of all, the correlation is the highest one for species and/or strain levels. Some exclusion observed for Bacillus genus may result from a modification of the unsupervised classification implementation; on the other hand, the entities of that genus are spaced at the head of the bullet (see Figure 1) . A distribution of genomes over two classes looks rather complicated and quite irregular. This fact may follow from a general situation with higher taxons disposition of bacteria.
Nevertheless, the introduced indices of codon usage bias provide a researcher with new tool for knowledge retrieval concerning the relation between structure and function, and structure and taxonomy of the bearers of genetic entities.
